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Mr. John J. Smith
123 Main Street
Pine Bluff, MN 12345-6789

Dear Mr. Smith: 

It is my privilege to provide your annual stewardship report. The enclosed report includes fund
specific information as well as some University highlights from the 2015-2016 fiscal year. These 
achievements would not be possible without your commitment to the University of Rochester. 
Thank you for your generous support. 

Together, we are truly changing the face of our institution, creating a premier experience for those 
we serve. Your enduring support of students, faculty, research, priority programs and a culturally
rich environment is helping us build a stronger University that is home to innovative thinking, 
groundbreaking discoveries, and limitless growth. The impact of your gifts can be felt every day 
throughout our communities and our world. 

For information about the performance of the University's endowment, please read the enclosed 
brochure. If you have any questions about your report, please contact the Stewardship Office at 
585-273-4645 or e-mail me directly at leslie.zornow@rochester.edu.

On behalf of the entire University, thank you for the difference you are making in the lives of our 
students, our faculty, our patients, and our community. 

Meliora, 

Leslie J. Zorn ow 
Executive Director, Stewardship 

Larry and Cindy Bloch Alumni and Advancement Center· 300 East River Road· Box P.O. Box 278710 · Rochester, NY 14627-8710 
585.273.4645 · stewardship@rochester.edu 



John J. Kuiper Distinguished Professorship
UNIVERSITY OF ROCHESTER * SCHOOL OF MEDICINE

Fund Background

History and Purpose of the Fund

The John J. Kuiper Distinguished Professorship was established in January 2012 by John J. Kuiper, M.D., who 
completed his residency at the University of Rochester in 1965. Dr. Kuiper passed away on April 27, 2015. 

The purpose of the fund is to support a Distinguished Professorship in the Division of Nephrology within the 
Department of Medicine at the University of Rochester Medical Center. The Kuiper Professor is to be 
appointed by the Chair of the Department of Medicine or appropriate person, should administrative 
structures change, and is subject to the approval of the Dean of the School of Medicine and Dentistry. 

Primary Contacts

Mr. John J. Smith
123 Main Street
Pine Bluff, MN 12345-6789

Financial Report

Value of Fund

Contributed Value
Market Value

December 31, 2016
$X,XXX,XXX.XX
$X,XXX,XXX.XX

June 30, 2016
$X,XXX,XXX.XX
$X,XXX,XXX.XX

June 30, 2015
$X,XXX,XXX.XX
$X,XXX,XXX.XX

Expenditures

Fiscal Year 2015-2016:     $XXX,XXX.XX

Beneficiaries in Fiscal Year 2015-2016 
Dr. David A. Bushinsky     

Beneficiaries in Fiscal Year 2016-2017 
Dr. David A. Bushinsky       



SCHOOL OF MEDICINE & DENTISTRY 

Department of Medicine 
Nephrology Division 

David A. Bushinsky, MD 
John J. Kuiper Distinguished Professor of Medicine 

and of Pharmacology and Physiology 
Chief, Nephrology Division 
Associate Chair for Academic Affairs in Medicine 
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MEDICINE of THE HIGHEST ORDER 

April 2017 

Mr. John J. Smith 

123 Main Street 

Pine Bluff, MN 12345-6789 

Dear Mr. Smith: 

The Nephrology Division continues to do very well. Allow me to review some divisional activities. 

We have added two more faculty members both of whom are concentrating on Clinical Care. Dr. David 

DeWolf was recruited from Harvard University where he completed a fellowship in renal transplantation to 

concentrate on care of patients who receive transplants. Our kidney transplant program is growing with the 

recent recruitment of two additional transplant surgeons. David will help to meet our increased clinical 

responsibilities. Dr. David Levy will join us after completing a renal fellowship with us. Our inpatient clinical 

responsibilities are growing and we simply need more physicians to help see patients promptly and 

efficiently. David is an excellent fellow with many family ties to Rochester; we know that both Davids will be 

excellent additions to our faculty. 

As I wrote last year we continue to expand our dialysis programs in the region. We are moving two of our 

older dialysis units to new facilities with a net increase in dialysis stations. The goal is to have dialysis units 

close to the patients' homes so that there is less travel involved, which is especially burdensome in the 

winter. Both units will provide not only outpatient hemodialysis but will offer outpatient nephrology clinics. 

We are exploring opening a new dialysis unit a bit further west than any of our current units. This unit will 

also offer a home therapies program which is quite popular, especially in this rather rural area. As I said 

previously patients rave about their independence and ability to dialyze when they want at home. Home 

hemodialysis allows many patients to work full time and lead a more active life that is not centered on the 

dialysis unit schedule. 

On the research front, each of the major laboratories in Nephrology, those of Keith Nehrke, Martin Zand and 

myself, are all well-funded by the NIH and/or the NSF. The John Kuiper Professorship assists greatly in 

supporting our research effort. As always I thank Dr Kuiper for the generous support. Two of our younger 

faculty are also doing quite well. Dr. Fahad Saeed just received an NIH KL2 award and Dr. Wei Chen just 

received a very good score on her NIH grant. Whether that grant will be funded depends on the support that 

the NIH receives, but we are very hopeful. 

601 Elmwood Avenue · Box 675 · Rochester, NY 14642 
585.275.3660 · 585.442.9201 fax· david_bushinsky@urmc.rochester.edu · www.urmc.rochester.edu 





C O N T I N U I N G  M E D I C A L 
E D U C AT I O N  P R O G R A M 

E A R N S  N AT I O N A L 
AC C R E D I TAT I O N  

The School of Medicine and Dentistry 

earned a six–year accreditation with 

commendation from the Accreditation 

Council for Continuing Medical 

Education. The distinction recognizes 

the School for meeting national quality 

standards in continuing medical 

education, and for its work to advance 

physician learning in a rapidly–

evolving health care environment.

U R M C  L E A D S 
I N T E R N AT I O N A L 

S T U DY  O F  H E A R T 
D R U G

Researchers are testing a new 
drug for patients with an 
inherited heart rhythm disorder 
called Long QT syndrome 3, 
one of the leading causes of 
sudden cardiac death in adults 
and children. The phase III 
clinical trial puts precision or 
personalized medicine to the test 
in the field of cardiology. 

C E N T E R  F O R 
M U S C U LO S K E L E TA L 

R E S E A R C H  H A D 
B A N N E R  Y E A R  F O R 

N I H  F U N D I N G 

For nearly 20 years the 
University of Rochester’s 
Center for Musculoskeletal 
Research (CMSR) has 
been one of the top NIH–
funded orthopaedic research 
programs in the country, 
now poised to receive more 
than $15 million in federal 
research funding. 

N E W  AWA R D  W I L L  A DVA N C E 
M U S C U L A R  DYS T R O P H Y  R E S E A R C H 

Dr. Charles Thornton, a neurologist and the Saunders 
Family Distinguished Professor in Neuromuscular 
Research, received a Javits Neuroscience Investigator 
Award from the National Institutes of Health to further 
his research on muscular dystrophy. The unique award 
provides “exceptional” researchers with seven years of 
uninterrupted funding. 

B R A I N ’ S  I M M U N E  S YS T E M  C O U L D  B E 
H A R N E S S E D  TO  F I G H T  A L Z H E I M E R ’ S

A new study appearing in the Journal of 
Neuroinflammation, and led by Department 
of Neurobiology and Anatomy and Del Monte 
Neuromedicine Institute Professor Dr. M. Kerry 
O’Banion, suggests that the brain’s immune system could 
potentially be harnessed to help clear the amyloid plaques 
that are a hallmark of Alzheimer’s disease. 

HIGHLIGHTS FROM 2015–2016

S C H O O L  O F  M E D I C I N E  A N D  D E N T I S T R Y



2015–2016  
ENDOWMENT 
REPORT

U N I V E R S I T Y  O F  R O C H E S T E R



DID YOU KNOW?  

A mong the most enduring institutions in 
the world, universities fuel progress in 
scholarship, research, and health care, 

shaping generations of leaders and improving the 
quality of life for people around the globe. At their 
core, endowments provide the financial foundation 
to support in perpetuity the universities’ people, 
programs, and activities. 

Since 1849, when founding Trustee John Wilder 
started a campaign to establish an endowment at  

the University of Rochester—leading the effort 

with a gift of $10,000—continuous growth of the 

endowment has remained critical to Rochester’s 

future. With the successful close of its historic 

campaign on June 30, 2016, the University created 

unprecedented and perpetual support through 

new endowed funds across its campuses. Today, we 

continue to build on this momentum to achieve the 

next level of perpetual support for the University  

and its mission of teaching and research.

Endowed scholarships and fellowships provided

$16,122,914
in financial aid to students during fiscal year 2016

di�erent endowed funds 
during fiscal year 2016

donors made gifts to

donors made a gift 
to an endowed fund 

for the first time
since fiscal year 2000 is due 
to active management of the 
long-term investment pool

679 O
ve

r

in endowment growth
$1 billion

new endowments 
were established 
in fiscal year 201684

2,195

554

In fiscal year 2016, 



R ochester’s endowment is permanent and 
consists of approximately 2,300 funds 
that ensure the financial viability of the 

University. The 2,300 funds are invested collectively 
and the University spends a portion of the earnings 
each year. The endowment enables Rochester to 
continue to Learn, Discover, Heal, Create—and 
make the world ever better by:

 ȯ Providing scholarships for deserving students  
who might not otherwise be able to attend  
the University; 

 ȯ Strengthening academic programs by providing 
endowed professorships, chairs, and other 
necessary resources to recruit, support, and retain 
outstanding faculty; 

 ȯ Promoting music and the arts through direct 
support of programming, facilities, and other 
initiatives;

 ȯ Supporting important research, visiting scholars, 
lectureships, and other efforts that enrich the 
academic experience; 

 ȯ Sustaining critical daily operations of the  
campus such as facilities maintenance and 
technology upgrades.

As the endowment grows, the benefits of its enduring 
contributions are felt across the campus and 
throughout the community.  
 

The University distributes more than $90 million  
each year from endowed funds. These funds transform 
lives—those of students who will become  leaders 
of tomorrow, the faculty who inspire them, and the 
researchers who are finding solutions to our most 
challenging problems—and encourage  programs  
and activities that enrich the mind and engage  
our community.

THE IMPORTANCE OF  
ENDOWMENT



“We appreciate the education we received at Rochester, and feel strongly about 

helping other students pursue a medical education. It gives us so much joy and 

satisfaction seeing the impact a scholarship can make on deserving students’ 

success, and knowing that our scholarship will help students far into the future.”

Hechmat (Heshy) ’61M (MD), ’64M (Res), P’94, P’03 and 
Marjorie Tabechian ’60W, P’94, P’03 created a scholarship in 
memory of Heshy’s parents to support medical students and 
help launch their careers as physicians and scientists. Founding 
members of the Wilson Society, the couple also supports the 
Class of 1961 SMD Scholarship.

DR. HECHMAT TABECHIAN  
’61M (MD), ’64M (RES), P’94, P’03

MARJORIE TABECHIAN  
’60W, P’94, P’03



“Now, more than ever, it is essential to prepare students for opportunities 

in writing, producing, and performing music for visuals. Eastman has 

always equipped students with the artistry and skill set needed to succeed 

across musical genres. We’re excited and proud to give our support to the 

study of music for film and contemporary media.”

JEFF BEAL ’85E 

JOAN BEAL ’84E

Emmy-winning composer Jeff Beal ’85E and vocalist Joan 
Beal ’84E established the Beal Institute for Film Music & 
Contemporary Media to enhance instructional support, 
student internships, guest artist residencies, scholarships, 
project support, and technology and infrastructure at the 
Eastman School of Music, the couple’s alma mater.

AREAS SUPPORTED BY THE ENDOWMENT

Endowment spending is the primary source of 
scholarships awarded to undergraduates and allows 
many qualified students of widely diverse backgrounds 
to afford a University of Rochester education. 
Endowment spending is a significant source of 
support for faculty salaries, and also supports libraries, 
laboratories, clinical practices, medical research, new 
technologies, growth and vitality of the arts, and 
physical assets of the University.   
 

ENDOWMENT FUND ALLOCATION 

The approximate 2,300 individual funds that make 
up the endowment touch all parts of the University. 
Some funds, such as the 320 endowed funds that 
support the Eastman School of Music, provide 
support for a broad range of purposes. Others, such 
as the Social Science Fund for Rush Rhees Library, 
support very specific needs. Each provides vital 
support for the many endeavors of the University’s 
faculty and students.

A gift to the endowment at the University of Rochester is one of the most profound ways to 
support the institution and the Greater Rochester community. Endowed funds have a lasting 

impact and ensure that the University will remain strong and capable of maintaining its 
excellence in programs, faculty, and facilities for generations to come. 

FROM THE ENDOWMENT

USE OF INCOME



“The university transformed the way I engaged  

with the world, from classes in African American Studies, to study abroad 

in Paris. We believe that every student, especially those whose access to such 

opportunities is limited, deserves to experience all this great university has to 

offer. To that end, we established a fund to help support the Kearns Center in 

fulfilling their mission.”

Dr. Tracy Sharpley-Whiting ’89 and her husband, Dr. 
Gilman Whiting, created an endowed fund in their 
names to expand educational opportunities for low-
income, first-generation college, and underrepresented 
minority students through fundamental resources like 
the David T. Kearns Center for Leadership and Diversity 
in Arts, Sciences and Engineering. They are founding 
members of the Wilson Society.

DR. TRACY SHARPLEY-WHITING ’89 

DR. GILMAN WHITING

ENDOWMENT

TYPES OF

FACULTY SUPPORT
Endowed deanships, department chairs, directorships, 
and professorships attract and retain faculty and staff of 
exceptional talent. Endowed positions are one of the most 
prestigious and visible honors at the University.

DEANSHIPS 
($5 million or more)

Help support the salary, benefits, research space,  
special projects, programming, and areas of critical 
need for the academic dean of any one of the divisions 
of the University.

DEPARTMENT CHAIRS 
($3 million or more)

Help support the salary, benefits, and research of the 
department chair.

DIRECTORSHIPS 
($2.5 million or more)

Help support a director of a research or clinical 
center, administrative department, or division of the 
University.

PROFESSORSHIPS

Help support the salary, benefits, research, and 
programming for the individual who holds the 
professorship. Several types of endowed professorships 
exist at the University: 

 ȯ Distinguished Professorships ($2 million or more)

 ȯ Professorships ($1.5 million or more)

 ȯ Visiting Professorships ($1 million or more)

STUDENT SUPPORT
Endowed scholarships attract and retain the brightest and 
most talented students. They may be established with a 
$50,000 minimum gift or at the following levels:

UNIVERSITY PATRON SCHOLARSHIPS 
($1 million or more)

Provide support for full tuition, room, and board  
(or a graduate stipend) for one student.

BENEFACTOR SCHOLARSHIPS
($600,000 or more)

Provide support for full tuition for one student. 

SUPPORTING SCHOLARSHIPS
($100,000 or more)

Provide funds for a partial scholarship, which covers a 
portion of tuition, room, or board for one student.

RESEARCH SUPPORT
Endowed research funds support leading research efforts, 
enhancing the University’s programs and bringing new 
discoveries to the world.

ENDOWED RESEARCH FUND 
($25,000 or more)

Directly supports educational projects or research, 
providing for laboratory equipment, research 
materials, or other research expenses. 



“After retiring from my career in nursing education in 2002, I volunteered 

at the Memorial Art Gallery. The MAG,s educational programs, Creative 

Workshop, and docent classes provide outstanding opportunities. I love 

that the MAG is all about education, and believe in supporting this vital 

resource for the community.”

Mary Sue Jack ’80N (Flw), ’85N (PhD) is a member of the 
MAG Board of Managers and the Gallery Council, and 
a founding member of the Wilson Society. In addition to 
establishing an endowed fund in her name at the MAG  
to support educational programs, she and her husband,  
Dr. Richard Kreipe ’91M (Flw), the Dr. Elizabeth R. 
McAnarney Professor in Pediatrics Funded by Roger 
and Carolyn Friedlander, also established the Child and 
Adolescent Eating Disorders Endowment Fund at  
Golisano Children’s Hospital.

MARY SUE JACK  
’80N (FLW), ’85N (PHD) 
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FISCAL YEAR

LONG-TERM INVESTMENT POOL (PRIMARILY ENDOWMENT)

A s of June 30, 2016 (fiscal year-end 2016), 
the University of Rochester’s Long-Term 
Investment Pool (primarily endowment) 

was valued at $2.12 billion. Endowed funds from  
all schools and units within the University are 
invested collectively in the University of Rochester’s 
Long-Term Investment Pool, enabling these funds to 
benefit from scale economies and high diversification 
of the pool. The University is one of approximately  
45 colleges and universities with an endowment of 
more than $2 billion.

Rochester’s net investment return for the endowment 
during the fiscal year ending June 30, 2016 was 

approximately –3.1% compared to the benchmark 
return of –1.7% (comprised of 80% ACWI plus 
20% Barclay’s Aggregate). The University’s returns 
outperformed the benchmark for three, five, and 
ten year periods.

The endowment value at the end of the fiscal year  
was approximately $108 million below the reported  
value at the beginning of the year. Rochester’s five- 
year average net annual investment return through  
June 30, 2016 was 6.8% versus 5.2% for the 
benchmark. The ten-year average net annual return 
through June 30, 2016 was 5.8% versus 4.6% for  
the benchmark.



T he University of Rochester Medical 
Center comprises the largest share of the 
endowment. Arts, Sciences & Engineering 

and the Eastman School of Music account for the 
next two largest segments of the endowment. The 
Simon Business School, Warner School of Education 
and Human Development, and the Memorial Art 
Gallery collectively represent about 7% of the 

endowment. Approximately 8% of the endowment is 
from unrestricted gifts that are designated by the Board 
of Trustees as permanent support for Arts, Sciences & 
Engineering.

The growth of endowment through philanthropy helps 
ensure predictable budget support for education, the 
arts, and patient care.

T he University of Rochester’s endowment forever 
preserves your charitable support of the University. Your 
gifts to the endowment grow and benefit the University 

now and in the future. The pooled resources of the University’s 
donors provide access to a highly diversified portfolio with world-
class money managers.

Since 2000, the endowment’s net investment performance 
has exceeded the benchmark by an average of 2.0% per 
year, which has had a profound impact (over $1 billion 
above the passive benchmark return) on the market value 
of the endowment. These positive results were achieved 
through careful selection of superior investment managers, 
combined with the driving force behind the growth of  
the endowment, which has always been giving by generous donors.  

On behalf of our students and faculty, I want to thank you for 
your support.

Douglas W. Phillips
Senior Vice President, Institutional Resources

ENDOWMENT  
BY DIVISION

AS OF 
JUNE 30, 

2016

UNIVERSITY OF ROCHESTER ENDOWMENT BY DIVISION

3% William E. Simon School

1% Warner School of Education8% Unrestricted General

15% Other 17% Arts, Sciences and Engineering

11% Eastman School of Music

42% Medical Center

3% Memorial Art Gallery



“When I attended Simon in the early 1970s, I was very fortunate to learn 

from the best professors, and as a result, was better prepared than my peers 

when I hit Wall Street. I am delighted that my support will help recruit 

finance faculty at the top of the field, ensuring the School remains on the 

cutting edge of research and teaching.”

MARTIN S. LACOFF 
’71S (MBA)

Martin Lacoff ’71S (MBA) established the  
Michael C. Jensen Professorship at the Simon Business 
School to attract and retain faculty members who are 
leaders and scholars within finance, allowing more 
students to learn from exceptional professors, just as he 
did. Marty’s gift was inspired by his own mentors, Carl 
Bruner, Bill Meckling, and Professor Mike Jensen.  
Marty is a founding member of the Wilson Society.

R ochester’s portfolio maintains a balance 
of domestic and foreign equities and fixed 
income as well as investments in private equity, 

hedge funds, real estate, and other assets that typically 
do not trade on public markets. The portfolio is divided 
into 43% traditional publicly traded assets—stocks 
and bonds—and 57% non-publicly traded investments, 
referred to as “alternative investments.” This approach 
has ensured growth, with volatility below public markets, 
during economic expansions and capital preservation in 
economic downturns.

ASSET ALLOCATION AND  
RETURN

MAJOR ASSET CLASSES GENERATED  
THE FOLLOWING PERFORMANCES  
IN FISCAL YEAR 2016 (NET OF FEES):

 

THE PUBLICLY-TRADED EQUITY PORTFOLIO 

 ȯ generated a net return of –6.3% compared 
to –13.9% for the benchmark (ACWI). The 
Opportunistic funds returned –5.8% compared 
to the ACWI’s –3.7% return. International equity 
returned –7.1% compared to –10.2% for the 
benchmark (ACWI ex US). 

THE ALTERNATIVE INVESTMENT PROGRAM 

 ȯ generated a net return of –1.1%. Hedge funds 
returned –4.7%, private equity returned 4.8%, and 
real assets returned –3.1%.

FIXED INCOME 

 ȯ returned –0.1% compared to the 6.0% return for  
the benchmark (Barclay’s Aggregate).

ENDOWMENT ASSET ALLOCATION

25.1% Hedge

5.7% Real Estate

AS OF 
JUNE 30, 

2016

2.1% Cash

International
Equity 19.8%

Fixed Income
3.7%

17.4%
Opportunistic

Equity

0.9%
Mining &

Commodities

1.0%
Agriculture

3.7% Energy

Distressed
2.1% 

10.4% 
Buyouts

8.1% 
Venture



“Chrissy and I are committed to reaching the most underserved children and 

families in our community. Through this scholarship, we hope to make an 

impact on current and future teachers of at-risk youth, one student at a time.”

WILLIAM CARPENTER
MARY CHRISTINE CARPENTER 

University Trustee William Carpenter and his wife, Mary 
Christine (Chrissy), established an endowed scholarship 
in their name at the Warner School to benefit students 
who are teachers serving, or planning to serve, at-risk 
students in Rochester, New York. They are founding 
members of the Wilson Society.

BOARD OF TRUSTEES  
INVESTMENT COMMITTEE

Joel S. Beckman

Barry W. Florescue

Roger B. Friedlander

Robert B. Goergen

Edmund A. Hajim

Richard B. Handler, Chair

Michael E. Jones

Louis G. Lange, M.D.

Martin E. Messinger

Robert M. Osieski

Michael S. Rosen

Joel Seligman (Ex Officio)

Hugo F. Sonnenschein

Danny R . Wegman (Ex Officio)

Ralph R . Whitney, Jr.

Janice M. Willett

G. Robert Witmer, Jr.

 
 

Alumni Ex Officio Members

John E. Conlin

Richard T. Miller

Daniel M. Ng

Paul E. Singer

2016–2017



To learn more about establishing  
an endowed fund, please contact: 

Stewardship Office | stewardship@rochester.edu
Larry and Cindy Bloch Alumni and Advancement Center
P.O. Box 278710 | Rochester, NY 14627-8710
Phone: (585) 273-4645 | Fax: (585) 275-2484
rochester.edu/advancement | rochester.edu/endowment




